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Letter: Greetings,

Continued Use of Trail Cameras and Cell Phones in Idaho



Comments

Name Location Date Comment

Justin Huntsman Rigby, ID 2017-07-08 We need to get IDFG working for us not against us.

Gordon Smith US 2017-07-08 Strongly against this proposal!

Brad Orme Ashton, ID 2017-07-08 No new regulations on hunting

Jon Hall Rexburg, ID 2017-07-08 I strongly disagree with this proposal I think it should be dropped all
together.

Tanner Mcfarland Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-08 I use trail cameras year around, if I break my leg while hunting but
I'm no longer allowed to have my phone, that's a lawsuit.

Jim Warner Blackfoot, ID 2017-07-08 Strongly disagree with everything in this proposal.

Buddy Shaw Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-08 Idfg continues to try and regress hunting in our state. Some we
will have to chip our own broadheads. For my family Running and
Checking trail cameras have become just as much fun if not more
than the actual hunting.

Montie Carter Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-08 Strongly oppose these new proposals

Redge Sutton Rexburg, ID 2017-07-08 I use trail cams to make sure I am hunting in an area with mature
game. And to make sure I am tracking animals that are the right
sex. The fish and game are opening a can of worms by saying u
cannot shoot an animal on your way to your trail camera.

Natalie Michaelson Mackay, ID 2017-07-08 Technology is in evitable it does help us be precise in the animals we
harvest

Brandon Dayton Blackfoot, ID 2017-07-08 Nothing wrong with using trail cameras

Ashley Pulver Iona, ID 2017-07-08 It is a very wrong move to make. The biggest problem is dishonest
Hunters, not tools honest Hunters use. The same honest Hunters
that only fulfill the tags they draw or buy. The problem is Hunter's
that put in for tags they should not be able to put in for. The
problem is poachers. Don't punish the hunters that appreciate the
game, the sport, and the old time means of feeding one's family.

Jason Lutz Paris, ID 2017-07-08 Because a trail camera gives you NO advantage to kill, all it does it
give you info of what is in the ara

Jordan payne Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-08 I'm with you 100% anything you need to help, let me know

Janet Craven Saint Anthony, ID 2017-07-08 I do not support the ban!

CJ Hutchens Saint Anthony, ID 2017-07-08 I'm signing because I believe the use of game cameras and the
usage of communication devices (i.e.; smart phones, two way radios,
live streaming, etc.) Doesnt necessarily help a lot of people. To me
it's the same as a hunting guide that spends his entire summer
scouting the hills. Or a big game ranch for that matter. If the reason,
for these new rules and regulations is, in fact because they take the
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sport out of it, then we need to stop the guided trophy hunts and
big game ranches. Which pay a lot of money to the fish and game.
If we want to put the sport back in it and let the big game populace
grow, there are alternative ways. I personally do not own or use a
game/trail cam, but ocaionally do use my cell phone or a two way
radio. Although primarily for safety reasons, I have told my hunting
companion to join me due to a large number of animals. You can
not sit there and honestly tell me you wouldn't do the same.

Annie Anderson Rexburg, ID 2017-07-08 I do not agree with this.

Shane Hayes Menan, ID 2017-07-08 This cannot be and never will be quantitatively proven to affect
harvest. It is more than likely related to the bans put in place by
other western states, and the influence on environmental agenda
that is diametrically opposed to the North American model of
conservation, that was allowed in the decision making process of
wildlife management in Idaho, even though they do not contribute
the fair share of economic support through taxation and volunteer
labor provided by sportsmen. In the case of Nevada and Arizona
bans it pertained to hunter vs hunter conflict over limited water hole
and perceived ownership. No scientific basis provided or sought.
Same mentality seeks to establish a foothold like in California
where they have effectively regulated sportsmen out of game
management equation, thus putting more burden on state agency
that is already undermanned and underfunded.

Kelly Biorn St. Anthony, ID 2017-07-08 I have signed this petition because I do not agree with this
proposed regulation. I think the Fish and Game should be asking
us what regulations we would like to see lifted and let us decide on
how to spend the money they take from us each year. Let's open
that up for discussion!

Jacob Anderson Rigby, ID 2017-07-08 Don't see how a trail cam helps me to harvest an animal in one day

Steven Lewis Boise, ID 2017-07-08 The government needs to stop regulating. Leave well enough alone!

Aaron Bateman Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-08 I am not in favor of the proposal on the Trail cameras or other
digital restrictions proposed IDF$G

Aaron Bateman Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-08 I am not in favor of the proposal on the Trail cameras or other
digital restrictions proposed IDF$G

Jeff Grover Rigby, ID 2017-07-08 This is getting rediclous.

Chris Johnson Rexburg, ID 2017-07-08 I have used cameras for years to help monitor deer herds and
decide in what areas we harvest deer. Also helps with only taking
mature bears during bear season

John Poulsen Saint Anthony, ID 2017-07-08 Because the ban is going too far ... There is no need to waste time
and money on such ridiculous proposals and matters ...

John Poulsen Saint Anthony, ID 2017-07-08 A ridiculous proposal and a waste of time and money on such trivial
matters ... Seriously ...

Katie Dodge Ogden, UT 2017-07-08 Katie Dodge
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Dustin Falter Terreton, ID 2017-07-08 I feel strongly about the ability of a person to use trail cameras
and other means of electronic devices to sufficiently hunt game
without burdens of more regulation or power given to game and
fish departments by the people. We have plenty of rules and

Andy Richardson Dickinson, ND 2017-07-08 There is no logic to this proposal

matthew borg Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-08 Electronics are needed

Richard Williams Puyallup, WA 2017-07-08 Ignorance

Aronlee Gould St. Anthony, ID 2017-07-08 We have enough government regulations. Fish and Game are
sponsored by the sportsmen of ID. This is government over reach

TROY LOTT Rigby, ID 2017-07-08 i hunt and i use a camera and i get my card out when i go to sit in
tree so i dont see pictures tell next day

Chad Chlarson Pocatello, ID 2017-07-08 Gross over step

TROY LOTT Rigby, ID 2017-07-08 i think it is wrong to take it away . I walk to camera take out memory
card climb in stand i can see anything tell i get home that night

Angela Morgan Boise, ID 2017-07-08 This is unfair

Jeff Wheeler Blackfoot, ID 2017-07-08 it more gov't over reach.. the more f & g regulates, the worse
hunting and animal conservation becomes

Nick Rieth Challis, ID 2017-07-08 I disagreed with this commission. Trail cameras are not an issue and
two way radios are nice to have in the field.

Josh Cleverley Boise, ID 2017-07-08 Banning cell phones compromises a hunters safety

Daniel Christensen Shelley, ID 2017-07-08 Taking away a cell phone can be a safety hazard, what if someone
was hiking and they have an accident or an allergic reaction or
an azma attack and need to call for help and instead they did
the right thing and left their phone in their vehicle and ended up
dead, taking away a cell phone is like taking away a gps if you
cause essentially they are one in the same except for a camera and
making a phone call. Either way the phone is a better tool to save a
life in an emergency!

Cameron Coles Rigby, ID 2017-07-08 I don't see the advantage of using them versus not

Ted Simons Boise, ID 2017-07-08 I am tired of the State taking a little bit here and a little bit there on
things we take for granted and have done for years. Stop looking for
ways to restrict hunters and fishermen in Idaho.

Jared Davis Saint Anthony, ID 2017-07-08 It's time the government backed the hell off they think we work for
them and the last time I checked it is the other way around

Marlin Roush Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-08 In today's world cel phones are also used for gps, camera, and
safety. Trail cameras add to my enjoyment of the environment and
have little if any impact on my success.
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Jared Bleak Idaho falls, US 2017-07-08 There is no logical reason for this proposal

Gregory Barrow Nampa, ID 2017-07-08 I'm an Idaho sportsman and I believe that sharing the outdoors
using trail cams and cellphones in a respectful manner helps to
capture the beauty of our state. These cams often catch illegal
poachers as well and help hunters plan hunts to harvest quality
game and recognize areas that are overhunted. The state of Idaho
has been able to manage our wildlife populations because of Idaho
sportsmen.

Adam Christensen Plano, TX 2017-07-08 This is stupid. If it ain't broke, don't fix it.

Logan Jones Rexburg, ID 2017-07-08 Very irrational. Trying to take away one of the only things that gets
us excited to check in the off season

Michelle Merrick Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-08 Over reach, to many loop holes that can make a hunter liable.

Charlene Murray St Anthony, ID 2017-07-08 I would be concerned if I got lost I would not be able to get help.

Roz Murray Rexburg, ID 2017-07-08 Roslynn Murray

Carla Killian Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-08 I enjoy hunting and feel that taking away the use of 2 way
communication with drastically inhibit hunting for many people,
especially younger and older hunters as well as special needs
hunters.

Luke Grover Rexburg, US 2017-07-08 I want to be able to use trail cameras while hunting. I hunt ten miles
into the back country. I set my cameras up in July and pull them
after season. I am able to get the most amazing pictures of wildlife.
So unconstitutional to say I can't have cameras up while I'm hunting
that same area. Where is the line? Phones? Radios? Tracking collars
for dogs? Fourwheelers? Trucks? We might as well hunt from horse
back with bows and arrows. But o wait, we should sale the Trophy
tags to the rich. Such BS!!And I'm sick of Idaho Fish and Game trying
to control everything they can.

Bradley Ball Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-08 I want too.

Chris Lawson Saint Anthony, ID 2017-07-08 I am opposed to allowing idfg create a law banning the use of
trail cameras and cell phones while hunting. I think this is yet
another reason that will continue to drive non residents away from
purchasing tags in Idaho. It is a rule that would be impossible
to enforce. I would be in favor of that particular commissioners
termination. He is likely the same commissioner opposed to the use
of lighted nocks and expandable beoadheads.

Chris Lawson Saint Anthony, ID 2017-07-08 Another ridiculous law proposal to appease personal issues that
have absolutely no logic!

Kasey Hull Saint Anthony, ID 2017-07-08 I oppose 100%..

John Sabach Tully, NY 2017-07-08 This is a law trying to solve a nonexistent problem. No basis in
science.
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Matt Guthrie McCammon, ID 2017-07-08 I am signing because I think this new law trying to pass is stupid.
Does not aid at all to killing

John Sanders Saint Anthony, ID 2017-07-08 This is a ridiculous policy.

Ben Harris Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-08 This is unreasonable. Safety should be a major goal of fish and
game. Taking cell phones out of the picture is ridiculous. Trail cams
are good motivation for getting out.

Nicole Miller Saint Anthony, ID 2017-07-08 The reasoning is obvious enough!!

Curt Mortensen Spencer, ID 2017-07-08 I have teen boys that love to hunt, using trail cams helps secure
their safety, since we can see ifThere are any large predators in the
area. We don't hunt large predators, but it's nice to know there is a
bear in your area when you are splitting up. Also the cell phones are
a huge help when I do get separated from one of them.

David Stokes Meridian, ID 2017-07-08 This is a dumb idea. Less regulation, not more.

Bryndi Rigby Frankenmuth, MI 2017-07-08 I'm signing because the ever growing, and already strong, use of
technology in today's society will be hard to eliminate. Also the use
of this technology is causing no harm.

Melissa Potter Saint Anthony, ID 2017-07-08 Signing this is great, HOWEVER contacting your F&G Commissioner
and speaking DIRECTLY to him will be an additional aid to prevent
this from becoming regulated. Derrick Atteberry is the Upper Snake
Regions commissioner.

Erik Dyal Boise, ID 2017-07-08 These regulations are the result of personal preference not scientific
fact.

Mike Radford Utah, UT 2017-07-08 What a joke, how can you possibly enforce this?

Alesha Bailey Tendoy, ID 2017-07-08 Because I am a female hunter and I will always have my phone on
me..ITS A SAFTEY ISSUE!

Andrew Baldwin Blackfoot, ID 2017-07-08 Our fish and game commission is wrong.

Kaden Martin Moreland, ID 2017-07-08 Using radios can help get contact of other hunter when on
separated paths.

Brett Whittington Rigby, ID 2017-07-08 Fish &game has too many regulations as it is

Laura Matthews Bremerton, ID 2017-07-08 Laura L Matthews

Jonathan McMinn Rigby, ID 2017-07-08 I think it's bull

Gracie Ann Hill Saint Anthony, ID 2017-07-08 We all use cell phones to communicate and take picgures. And Trail
Cameras are fun to see what is going on. I object to Idaho Fish and
Game infringing on our rights.

Sterling Murdock Meridian, ID 2017-07-08 Safety, there's nothing scarier than being lost, let alone without a
way to communicate.
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Robert Bronson Malad City, ID 2017-07-08 We need to lightin up on silly restrictions.

Bruce Rowley Yerington, NV 2017-07-08 Common sense and safety concerns,,,

Charles Fife Saint Anthony, ID 2017-07-08 I'm apposed to the proposal

chad rowland Post Falls, ID 2017-07-08 I use multiple trail cameras during the summer months as they are
a great tool for scouting out new areas when at work most of the
time. So it is very beneficial to our knowledge base of the areas we
hunt and not to mention me and my family love seeing all the great
animals on our cameras.

Jayci Orme Westminster, MD 2017-07-08 I'm signing because the Idaho Fish and Game already have too
much power. They do not need more power. It is my right to place
a trail camera on my personal ground for livestock purposes and
whatever further desires I choose to use it for.

Chad Sommer Rexburg, ID 2017-07-08 It's my right

Carl Roker Rigby, ID 2017-07-08 Because it's retarded to try to ban a camera it does nothing but take
a picture

Stacy Ruzicka Lewiston, ID 2017-07-08 I think the trailcam issue is ridiculous and uncalled for how bout u
guys figure out how to eradicate the wolves and not worry bout the
petty stuff.

James Randall Phoenix, AZ 2017-07-08 I do not support banning the use of cell phones while hunting.

Angela Slabaugh Oakridge, OR 2017-07-08 I believe cell phones are good to communicate with others in case
you have an emergency or need help getting your tagged animal
out of your hunting area.

Richard Grover Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-08 I'm signing this as there is no logical reason for these items to be
banned. Usage of cell phone, a Spot Messenger, or the Delorme
(Garmin) InReach are also tools for our safety. If these bans pass, I
can almost guarantee there will be a lawsuit.

chase demott Fargo, ND 2017-07-09 because a ban on cameras is ridiculous

Richard Tilton Boise, ID 2017-07-09 I'm signing because I use radios for safety. If I need help I can call
family at base camp and get help, or if I get a large animal down
and need help packing all the meat out before it goes bad.

Erik Blevins Naples, ID 2017-07-09 I do not agree with this new proposal!

Mike Liberty Preston, ID 2017-07-09 This isn't California so don't try and make it like that dumb ass state!
#

Cody Huffaker Boise, ID 2017-07-09 This proposed law does little to nothing to promote fair chase.

Tawnya Salas Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-09 This would cause a lot of safety issues.

Wayne Richey Terreton, ID 2017-07-09 It helps us track that monster buck or bull we want to kill. Phones
can help us if we get stranded and we need communication
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Jeremy Nelson Blackfoot, ID 2017-07-09 Does this mean the IDFG can not use surveillance in the from of
trail camera's as well. The proposed law you cannot hunt the day
you check your camera or the day after should apply them and their
surveillance. Makes just as much sense.

Dylan Scott Lewiston, ID 2017-07-09 I as a working class individual do not always have the time to go
out and scout every afternoon and every morning. The use of a trail
camera allows me to not only see the game in a specific area but I
also use it to see when other individual are coming and going on
my personal private property. I would hate to set my trail cam up to
only come back a few days later and see it was taken by an officer
due to it being used where deer may be present. I also enjoy the
use of my phone skope to keep pictures of the game I may go after
that fall or keep track of the deer on my property as they progress.
Although this law has very large holes in it as to what is and is not
legal. The whole idea behind this making an unfair advantage to
humans is nonsense. If I want a picture through my spotting scope
of a large deer on the hoof before I go after it doesn't change my
decision of going after it not. I fail to understand what is gained by
this new law.

Megan Lammers Prescott, AZ 2017-07-09 This has no bearing whatsoever on harvest rates!!!

David Aslett Twin Falls, ID 2017-07-09 Stupid law!

Troy Tolman Boise, ID 2017-07-09 Bureaucracy needs to stop.

Douglas Howell Filer, ID 2017-07-09 FREEDOM!!!!

Trevor Hatch Carey, ID 2017-07-09 Need the cell phone for safety.

Tucker Thompson Wilmington, DE 2017-07-09 I believe cell phones don't help with big game harvest

James Howard Clarkston, WA 2017-07-09 Part of the work for a living club.. I only get one day at A time off
from work, Trailcams allow me to scout on short time! No reason to
ban em!

Randy Stroup Chesapeake, VA 2017-07-09 This is a dumb law, how does this increase your chance of harvest?
I'm also in the military. when I hunt, it's from out of state. So I have
to have my phone on me. Also since I constantly do not live in Idaho
but I hunt and fish Idaho as much as I can, I love taking photos.
What do I use, my cell phone.

Michael Larsen Pocatello, ID 2017-07-09 My friend was attacked by a grizzly and with his cell phone notified
responders who met him at the trailhead to administer first aid.

Breanne Bringhurst Spanish Fork, UT 2017-07-09 Breanne Bringhurst

Melanie Hansen Shelley, ID 2017-07-09 Although I am not a hunter, I still don't think there is any harm
in having trailcams or cellphones. Cellphones are necessary for
emergency situations no matter where you are. To ban those would
cause emergency situations to become even more serious as it
could delay getting the quick response needed. Banning trailcams
and cellphones is illogical and unnecessary.
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Rev. Joe Martinez Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-09 I use trail cams. I love seeing the pictures of animals that it takes.
It has not added me in getting any elk, but it is cool to see what is
there. I think it is wrong to take this away from hunters.

Kyle Jenkins Springfield, ID 2017-07-09 I think f&g needs to start enforcing the laws they have and not
make more. I use trail cams for wildlife viewing. And how can they
enforce the cell phone law? Completely stupid.

Brent Richards Garland, UT 2017-07-09 I think this bill is a joke.

Robert Skouen Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-09 The KGB needs to be stopped.

Miles Cunningham Buhl, ID 2017-07-09 More liberty taken by the king, one small bite at a time...

Erik Smith Los Angeles, CA 2017-07-09 I'm tired of Fish and Game changing laws based on their feelings
instead of science, aren't you?

Terry Wood Sandpoint, ID 2017-07-09 This is a non-issue.

Eric Ostermiller Rexburg, ID 2017-07-09 To keep me rights and stop more and more government
regulations!

ala call Sugar City, ID 2017-07-09 These items should not be banned from hunters.

Logan Baldwin Tampa, FL 2017-07-09 How the hell are we supposed to get help if we are lost and can't
have our phones?

Clinton McCutcheon Troy, ID 2017-07-09 I am signing because I think cell phones and radios are valuable
to call for help in emergencies, or to call for help for retrieving
game. Also as a private landowner I use trail cameras to monitor for
trespassers and to keep an eye on my stock. So, if I take a photo of a
buck, will I be breaking the law?

Aly Stout Hyrum, UT 2017-07-09 Idaho fish and game are a bunch of pricks. That's why.

Ben Hanks Gilbertville, IA 2017-07-09 No new laws needed

bambi Halcom Boise, ID 2017-07-09 Using games cameras with cell service doesn't really impact hunting
in Idaho. Most places don't even have signal. If you have a camera in
a location with service your more than likely a few hours away when
you receive and alert. Just like lighted nocks on arrows cameras
with cell signal do not give an unfair advantage. Why not ban guns
too, thats an unfair advantage since you can shoot from 300+ miles
away. Better ban binos too sinc you can spot animals from a long
distance and know where to head.

Gary Foreman Melba, ID 2017-07-09 I don't understand how these laws could be inforced

Brad Murphy Wendell, ID 2017-07-09 I use my cell all the time . Pictures locating other hunters in my
party . Safety reasons .

Bryan Cook Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-09 You guys can't even enforce the current laws. Motorized restricted
only areas only limit us law abiding/ethical hunters, complete joke
bo one enforces this. I have pernally given up hunting where I have
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for the past 20 years. These new proposals will only hurt those of us
that follow the rules.

Brett Davis St Anthony, ID 2017-07-09 This is the most ludicrous, overreaching, blatantly unconstitutional
thing these useless idiots have ever tried to pull. It's time to remove
them and make the commission accountable to the citizens.

Matthew Campbell Notus, ID 2017-07-09 The Idaho department of Fish and Game need to stop involving
themselves in our lives.

Robert Lowe Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-09 I,m against this proposal. Just because you get a photo on a trail
camera or cell phone does not insure you will ever get a chance at
the animal let alone ever see the animal in person. Commissioners
often overstep and abuse their authority.

Bruce Benedict Rigby, ID 2017-07-09 Commissioners should be for the people they represent not against

Matthew Wellard Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-09 This is stupid plan, my guess is it's just something else to aid in the
profit of guided hunts for out of state hunters

mikel mcintosh Arco, ID 2017-07-10 This would be a ridiculous restriction on one of the most
entertaining aspects of hunting

Maleri Parker Saint Anthony, ID 2017-07-10 83445

Kerr Thomas Orem, UT 2017-07-10 I grew up hunting in Idaho. To take away the technology that helps
ensure an ethical and effective harvest, is a joke. Less government,
more ethical hunters training.

Mike Segal Meridian, ID 2017-07-10 I believe trail cams are a great tool for hunting. They should be legal
to use here in Idaho.

Carolyn Giannini Vancouver, WA 2017-07-10 My husband and I were born in Idaho and have recently returned to
Idaho now living in Island Park, Idaho. We have hunted in Idaho for
years. Trail cameras have never been proven to affect the success
of a hunt in any way. Banning cell phones would be a safety issue.
This ban is ridiculous, and I would challenge the commissioner
proposing the ban to show any evidence suggesting that the use
of either trail cameras or cell phones affects the success rate of
hunters!

Jared Giannini Rigby, ID 2017-07-10 I think Idaho Fish and Game should spend their valuable time
managing our Big Game heards instead of trying to impose more
restrictions on hunters. Every year the wolf numbers grow and
the big game numbers dwindle. Now they want to impose more
restrictions. Montana and Colorado sound better and better every
year.

Nick Yergensen Twin Falls, ID 2017-07-10 It's a dumb idea and impossible to legally monitor! Might as well
make binoculars illegal!!

Judd Gould Saint Anthony, ID 2017-07-10 It is complete nonsense

David Fulwyler Pocatello, ID 2017-07-10 I don't think there should be a ban on the use of trail cams in any
way.
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Joseph Giannini Blackfoot, ID 2017-07-10 the use of trail cams and of the cell phone are well use for one of
the biggest reason for emergencey contact if needed

Josh Anderson Rigby, ID 2017-07-10 I'm signing because trail cams create more hunters and bring them
to the ticket counters to purchase the products the fish and game
continue to markup and increase fees

Matt Neeser Pocatello, ID 2017-07-10 we as hunter should have the right to chose on things like this. I
strongly oppose this proposal to ban these items.

paul beyer Willows, CA 2017-07-10 Idfg has no idea what they're doing or starting. Again pencil pushers
making rules for men of action.. without reason

Brad Stark Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-10 I think people are over stepping their authority.

Kacey Keller Preston, ID 2017-07-10 You still have to hunt and it's all about being in the right spot at the
right time dumb law can't even enforce the four wheeler law tons
break that law

LaVoy Eborn Paris, ID 2017-07-10 The fish & game need to focus on game management! Not coming
up with stupid rules!

Owen Lawson Reno, NV 2017-07-10 The proposed changes are a ridiculous idea from a person who
knows nothing about the subject matter and opposes hunting. He
should stick to focusing on how to spend tax dollars to fix roads and
improve education for children, not attempt to ban things he has no
knowledge of

Jessica Liberty Boise, ID 2017-07-10 I agree!

Larry Lombard emmett, ID 2017-07-10 impossible to enforce,conservation officers has better things to
do,like catching poachers.

Larry Lombard emmett, ID 2017-07-10 My friends and i find great times sharing our photos.Conservation
officers have better things to do. Catch poachers.

Stephanie Alexander Sioux City, IA 2017-07-10 I want the security of those out enjoying their hobbies in more
remote places of being able to call for help when needed.

Zachery Stinson Leadore, ID 2017-07-10 Have trail cams are nice to have an see the animals out doing
there thing I don't just use there for hunting I use them for a lot of
different reasons

Gary Bates Post Falls, ID 2017-07-10 I use a trail camera at my remote cabin for security reasons as well
as game identification

Teresa Pattan Kamiah, ID 2017-07-10 I am handicapped an hunt what if I need help . This is just another
right taken. An I take pictures every chance I get of all kinds animals
with my phone . This is dumb

Julie Anderson Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-10 Government takes too much control of our freedoms. This is not
their right to make decisions like this.

Rhonda Snyder Weippe, ID 2017-07-10 Camera's are also used for pleasure not just to hunt and kill! So fun
seeing animals that no one else gets to see! Lets get rid of people
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that have camera's as well! So ridiculous to think field/trail camera's
should not be used!

Jacob Patterson Post Falls, ID 2017-07-10 I'm signing because trail cameras in no way help take game they
only give you an idea of what animals are in the area. As a hounds
man a trail cam is a very important tool at a bear bait sight to help
ensure that there are no wolves on your bait that will kill your dogs.
And 99% of people use their phone for their camera for taking
hunting related pictures and invade of emergency if something
were to happen in the field

Hayden Huff Meridian, ID 2017-07-10 I am a hunter. Give me information as to why we shouldn't be able
to use them.

Brian Bayley Boise, ID 2017-07-10 Safety of gear and people!

Elisha Grover Rigby, ID 2017-07-10 I believe that there's laws a going to be hard to enforce and the
honest sportsman are the only ones that are going to suffer.

Bruce Willis Moscow, ID 2017-07-10 Proposed rule is worthless and merit less

Jim Hirrlinger Pocatello, ID 2017-07-10 There is not one iota of evidence that supports that the use of a trail
camera increases of hunter's success rate or the negative impact of
big game herds. What's next? Range finders? Scopes on rifles?

Jim Hirrlinger Pocatello, ID 2017-07-10 There is not one iota of evidence or data to support the theory that
a trail camera increases a hunter's success rate or that it negatively
impacts big game herds in any shape, form or fashion. This rule
change is proposed solely on one's personal preferences and not
on science. Don't take a way the opportunity I get with my kids in
the woods. Checking and placing trail cameras is just as exciting
for my kids, especially the ones that are not of legal age to hunt as
going hunting itself. Look at the issues from all sides and make a
decision that is best for the sportsman of Idaho and NOT approve
this proposed rule change.

Donald Barnes Nampa, ID 2017-07-10 I'm an old man with some health problems and having a cell phone
just adds to having a safety net. I also have photographed wild life
my whole life and that my friend has never caused an injury to any
animal. Documenting a hunt with pictures is just another way of
preserving the majestic value of the hunt and nature. This is no
more than a power grab by big brother.

Donald Barnes Nampa, ID 2017-07-10 I'm an old man with some health problems and I like an added
safety factor of having a cell phone. Also I've documented hunting
trips, taken photos of wild life my whole live and by doing this have
never caused an injury to any animal, so what justifies this, other
than another power grab by the government? More lunacy from the
so called smart people.

Alex Klimes Kimberly, ID 2017-07-10 That commissioner is a fucking idiot!!!

Austin Eiter Hayden, ID 2017-07-10 Because I am a vid outdoorsman and benifit from the use of trail
cameras to help me scout the places I might hunt.
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Cassandra Murphy Pocatello, ID 2017-07-10 I am signing because I use my cell phone to keep up to date on the
welfare of my children, while I'm away hunting. I think carrying and
being able to use a cell phone will be more safe for the hunters in
case of an emergency.

Ashley Marlow Pingree, ID 2017-07-10 What?! If my husband goes camping without any sort of device
(i.e. Phone or whatever) ....well he's not going! I don't trust that
something won't happen. If something did, there's no way or
anyone even knowing.

Michael Johnson Blackfoot, ID 2017-07-10 I responded to fish and game, and I do not believe that trail
cameras should be limited.

Mike Nauman Moscow, ID 2017-07-11 Banning trail cameras and cell phones is the stupidest thing I have
heard! Cannot believe this was even proposed!

randy wheeler Rigby, ID 2017-07-11 fed up with a lot of fish&game goings on

Mike McKinnon Lewiston, ID 2017-07-11 Really?? We are worried about trail cams and phones when we are
losing are game do to predators and over sales of tags and to long
of seasons? Come on fish and game so your job!

Christopher Coombs Malad City, ID 2017-07-11 I think it is fair.

Phillip Herder Virginia Beach, VA 2017-07-11 This is another blunder and intrusion on our freedoms to do as we
choose without harming others. Please leave us alone!

Scott Martin Saint Maries, ID 2017-07-11 This is not hurting our wildlife fish and game are hurting it for us.

Zach DeVoe Superior, WI 2017-07-11 Because trailcameras should be legal for everyone in every state.
This is a silly law that will hurt sportsmen.

Donovan Shipton Terreton, ID 2017-07-11 If Idaho Fish And Game is allowed to limit this technology they
will also likely look at limiting the use of rangefinders, and other
standard modern equipment. Once you lose your right to utilize
technology you will not get it back. I do not feel that it is the role of
Idaho Fish And Game to limit the use of trail cameras. Just because
you have pictures of animals does not mean that you can kill them.
There is a lot more to harvesting an animal than just getting a photo
of it.

Joe Hickey Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-11 I don't want government intervention in my personal life!

Mike Vecchio Rigby, ID 2017-07-12 Rediculus, let's take a step back and stop wasting peoples time and
money on proposals like this.

Michael Christensen East Dove circle, US 2017-07-12 It's the stupid! Is all Fish N Game want is a right too search
anybody's privat property for cameras! There is no way they could
actually enforce this! This will give them an excuse too search when
and where ever they want!

Kevib Smith Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-12 Trail cameras do not tell you the animals will be there, it tell you if
they've been there. The cell phone thing is absolutely ridiculous! The
fact we are fighting for this right is ridiculous...



Name Location Date Comment

Gage Billingsley Hayden, ID 2017-07-12 Gps units, cell phones are saftey equipment. Cameras do not kill
animals

Kevin Carlock Nampa, ID 2017-07-12 I think it is stupid to stop the ability to use trail cams!! I use them to
scout and see what kind of animals are in my area

Cody Scheer Seattle, WA 2017-07-12 My kids hunt and use trail cams. It doesn't hurt anything having the
cams up there. I also don't want my kids up hunting without a cell
phone.

Krissy Drake Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-12 Cal phones are also used for camera, GPS, and safety!!!

Nathan Raff Kooskia, ID 2017-07-12 This proposal is unenforceable. A photo of an animal on a camera is
a long way from an opportunity to harvest that or any other animal.
Game Cameras are just a scouting method and give an idea of what
animals or other things like trespassers may be using an area at
a snapshot in time. I strongly recommend this proposal does not
pass.

Will Jenkins Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-12 There is no reason for this law it is stupid and a large overreach on
the govements part

Lucas Cayler Caldwell, ID 2017-07-13 Idaho Fish and Game is here to be a part of wildlife conservation,
not be the technology police.

Tyler Macklin Long Beach, MS 2017-07-13 I believe that knowing what is at you're stand is important I use
mine for theft but yea it is also used for what is there this dose not
aid as a weapon because it allows you to know what or who is in
the area at sirtin times so no mistakes are made at Sirtin they are a
good and important tool

Aaron Vance Caldwell, US 2017-07-13 Trail cams help me scout while I'm working to pay for the ever
increasing licence and tag costs associated with hunting.

Roger Henry Idaho Falls, ID 2017-07-14 It affects my safety when hunting and could never be enforced even
if it had any merit which it does not.

Dan Phillips Meridian, ID 2017-07-15 There's nothing wrong with using trail cams or phones

Shawn Keller Nampa, ID 2017-07-15 I am a disabled hunter and rely on radio and or cell phone for safety
and help. I don't believe cameras help in taking of game. The person
still has to hunt hard and pull the trigger!

Dj Allen Blackfoot, ID 2017-07-17 I use trail cams for property use & hunting. I also carry a cell phone
for work & for emergencies. If I shoot something I call friends &
family to help get the animal out. I also take pictures to hang on the
wall

Dave Hunter Blackfoot, ID 2017-07-17 I strongly disagree with the ban off trail cameras and the use of cell
phones when hunting. Electronics don't harvest the animals the
hunter does. Thanks Dave,

Tyler Stroz Boise, ID 2017-07-18 I hunt and use my trail cams to scout becuase i do not have time to
constantly be in the hills



Name Location Date Comment

Glenn Chapin Priest river, ID 2017-07-19 This guy has no idea whats going on.

Heath Wardrop Westminster, MD 2017-07-20 Keeping tabs on predators in my area. Properly identifying game
animals age, sex and species.

cheryl thomas Kingston, ID 2017-07-20 we have handicap people in the house who hunt to feed there
families and the safety of knowing we can get in touch with
someone when they need us is crutial...


